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Patterns formed by paramagnetic particles in a horizontal layer of a magnetorheological
fluid subjected to a dc magnetic field
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We investigate the patterns formed by paramagnetic particles, which are dispersed in a liquid solvent
subjected to a dc magnetic field. We calculate the dynamics of paramagnetic particles by the Brownian
dynamics method based on the Langevin equation. We, in particular, focus on the effect of the system height
on the pattern formations. We also discuss the mechanism of the pattern formations and the dynamics of the
structure creation processes.
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Magnetorheological~MR! fluids are usually composed o
paramagnetic particles of 0.1–10mm in diameter, which are
dispersed in a solvent such as water or oil@1#. A magnetic
dipole moment is induced in a paramagnetic particle wh
the particle is subjected to an external dc magnetic field,
therefore anisotropic interactions are induced among p
magnetic particles via the dipole-dipole potentials. When
dipole-dipole interactions are strong compared to thermal
ergy, particles form chain clusters in parallel to an exter
magnetic field@2–4#. Furthermore, secondary structures a
created by the chain clusters through the chain-chain in
actions@5–9#. The secondary structures may be changed d
matically depending on the volume fraction of colloidal pa
ticles, the number of particles in chain clusters~the cluster
length!, and the intensity of external magnetic fields~the
intensity of the induced magnetic dipole moment!. However,
the effect of the system height on the creation of differ
structures has not yet been quantitatively investigated in
ther MR or electrorheological~ER! systems. The only case
to have been studied so far are those featuring relativ
thick layers@10–16#. What is more, the actual mechanis
and dynamics, through which different structures are crea
have not yet been completely understood. In this Brief R
port, we carry out Brownian dynamics analysis of an M
fluid system and investigate the patterns formed by param
netic particles. We focus, in particular, on the effect of t
system height in the direction of an external dc magne
field on the creation of structures in an MR fluid system.

Here, we introduce a numerical model of an MR flu
which is confined between two parallel plates~see Fig. 1!.
Spherical paramagnetic particles are dispersed in a sol
and a dc magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the fl
layer. A magnetic dipole moment is induced in each parti
in the direction of the external magnetic field as shown
Fig. 2. The interparticle potentials are the dipole-dipole p
tential ud and a repulsive potentialuc through which par-
ticles cannot penetrate each other@7,9#. We also take into
account a repulsive potential between a particle and
platesuw @7,9#:
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1

4pm H mi•mj

r i j
3 2

3

r i j
5 ~mi•r i j !~mj•r i j !J , ~1!

uc5
umu2

4pmd3 expH 240S r i j

d
21D J , ~2!

uw5
umu2

4pmd3 expH 240S 2
wi

d
21D J , ~3!

wheremi , m, r i j , d, andwi are, respectively, the magnet
dipole moment of particlei, the magnetic permeability, th
displacement vector from particlej to particlei, the diameter
of a particle, and the distance between particlei and a plate.
In the present case, the distances corresponding to the mini-
mum point of the interparticle potentialsud1uc , is s
51.0525d. The control parameters are the nondimensio
system heightL[Lz /d and the ratio of the dipole momen
energy to thermal energyl[umu2/4pmd3kT, where the sys-
tem heightLz is nondimensionalized byd, andk andT are,
respectively, the Boltzmann constant and the system t

FIG. 1. Physical situations.~a! Top view, ~b! side view. Para-
magnetic particles are dispersed in a solvent. A dc magnetic fie
applied in thez direction perpendicular to the fluid layer.
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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perature. We calculate the translational motions of the p
ticles based on the Langevin equation

u5~F1mP!/z, ~4!

where the inertial term is omitted supposing that the Sto
viscous resistance is predominant over the particles’ balli
movement, which is correct when the parameterA
[mkT/(zd)2 satisfies the following condition:A!1 @17#. In
the present case,A;1027 ~see the physical conditions ex
plained below!. u, F, andm are the velocity of a particle, the
force acting on the particle and the mass of the particle.z is
the friction coefficient between a particle and the solve
which follows Stokes law; that is,z[3phd, whereh is the
dynamic viscosity of the solvent, andP is random noise
caused by the collisions of the solvent molecules with a p
ticle @18#. We carried out calculations forl518, d
50.2mm, r (mass density of a particle)51382 kg/m3, h
50.001 Pa s,T5300 K, umu59.705310223 Wb m, andm
54p31027 H/m, which are typical conditions for commo
MR fluids. Periodic boundary conditions were employed
the x and y directions~see Fig. 1!. The dimensions of the
calculation space in thex and y directions were 22.88d
322.88d in the case ofL<11 and 16.18d316.18d in the
case of 11,L. The number of particles were changed fro
400 to 4000 depending on the system height. The parti
were randomly placed initially. The volume fraction of pa
ticles rV were changed from 0.05 to 0.4, but in this Bri
Report, we focus onrV50.2 since it is most interesting from
the point of view of pattern formations. The iteration tim
interval was 0.1ms.

Now, we investigate the effect of the system heightL on
the patterns created by paramagnetic particles for 2.0<L
<40. First, we focus on the cases when the system heig
very short (L,5). The top views of the steady-state patter
formed by the paramagnetic particles are shown in Fig
where the external uniform magnetic field is applied in
direction perpendicular to the horizontal plane. As is clea
seen, the patterns formed in the system are very sensitiv
the system height; that is, individually dispersed chains@see
Figs. 3~a! and 3~d!# and meandering walls@Figs. 3~c! and
3~f!# appear in turn cyclically with an increase in the syste
height. Basically, there is no branch along the walls. Unde
certain height, walls and individual chains coexist@Figs. 3~b!
and 3~e!#. Next, we focus on the cases when the syst
height is in the intermediate range (5<L,12). The top
views of the steady-state patterns are shown in Figs. 4~a!–

FIG. 2. Paramagnetic particles. A magnetic dipole momen
induced in the direction of an external magnetic field.
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4~c!. The pattern formations are still sensitive to the syst
height; that is, individual chains@Fig. 4~a!#, walls @Fig. 4~c!#,
and a mixture of chains and walls@Fig. 4~b!# appear cycli-
cally with an increase in the system height. However, th
are, in fact, gradual changes in the internal structures of
walls, which will be discussed in detail later. OnceL exceeds
12, the pattern formations become different from those
L,12. The top views of the patterns created whenL513,
20, and 40 are shown in Figs. 4~d!–4~f!. When 12<L<40,
the above cyclic formations of chains and walls no long
appear. Walls such as those shown in Figs. 4~d!–4~f! are
always formed, instead. However, the internal structures
the walls are different from those created in the case oL
,12, which will also be discussed later. There are branc
along these walls in contrast with the short system cases
the system height increases, the walls become thicker@Figs.
4~e! and 4~f!# and body-centered-tetragonal~bct! structures
are formed by the paramagnetic particles in the walls.

In order to overview the relation between the clus
structures and the system height, we define the connectiv
C0° , C30° , andC60° as follows:

C0°[
Ccp~0°<uwu<20°!

N
,

C30°[
Ccp~20°<uwu<40°!

N
,

s

FIG. 3. Top views of cluster structures created by paramagn
particles when the system height is short (L,5). ~a! L53.4, ~b!
L53.6, ~c! L53.8, ~d! L54.4, ~e! L54.6, ~f! L54.8.
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C60°[
Ccp~50°<uwu<70°!

N
, ~5!

whereCcp is the number of particles contacting at angle,w,
which lies between the indicated values, andN is the total
number of particles in the system. Therefore,C0° , C30° , and
C60° represent the average number of particles contactin
angles 0°, 30°, and 60°, respectively. The dependence o
steady-state connectivities on the system height is show
Fig. 5. Note that whenC0° is large and bothC30° andC60°
are very small, chain clusters are dispersed individually
the system, whereas whenC30° is large and bothC0° and
C60° are very small, wallA’s, in which particles are located
such as those shown in Fig. 6, are created in the sys
When bothC0° andC60° are large andC30° is small, on the
other hand, wallB’s are created in the system~see Fig. 6!.
When L,5, C0° and C30° fluctuate with an increase in th
system height, whileC60° is almost zero.C0° becomes maxi-
mum at the system height, at whichC30° becomes minimum,
and vice versa. Therefore, individually dispersed chain c
ters and wallA’s appear in turn cyclically as the syste
height increases up toL55. However, as the system heig
increases fromL55 to 12, although the periodic features
C0° andC30° are still maintained, the local minimum value
of C0° increase, the local maximum values ofC30° decrease,
andC60° increases fluctuatingly. The wall structures chan
gradually from wallA’s to wall B’s. OnceL exceeds 12, the

FIG. 4. Top views of cluster structures created by paramagn
particles when the system height is greater than 5.~a! L57.4, ~b!
L57.6, ~c! L57.8, ~d! L513, ~e! L520, ~f! L540.
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above cyclic features disappear and bothC0° and C60° be-
come large, whileC30° is almost zero. In other words, wa
B’s are created in the system. We also analyzed the dyna
process of the pattern formations. When walls are created
L,5, bothC0° andC30° increase in the early stage, butC0°
decreases quickly. This means that wallA’s are formed from
the beginning and chains quickly disintegrate. WallA’s are
not created via chain-chain interactions. When walls
formed for 12,L, C0° increases very quickly andC60° in-
creases gradually. In other words, straight chains are form
at first and they coagulate together to form wallB’s. When
the system is high, the time constant for the creation

ic
FIG. 5. Dependence of connectivitiesC0° , C30° , andC60° on

the system heightL. ~a! C0° , ~b! C30° , ~c! C60° .

FIG. 6. Dependence of potential energy per particle of sin
walls on system height. —: single wallA; ---: single wallB.
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chains is much shorter than that for the creation of walls. T
secondary structures, that is, wallB’s, are created through
chain-chain interactions, whereas when the system is low
we mentioned, wallA’s are formed in the very early stage

Chain clusters can be dispersed stably when the no
mensional system heightL coincides with the cluster length
Repulsive forces act between two parallel chains in this c
Such stably dispersed chains were observed in MR and
fluids in short system cases@7,10#. When the system height i
short, although both wallA’s and wall B’s can be formed
from a geometrical point of view, wallA’s are created rathe
than wall B’s since the internal potential energy of a sing
wall A is much lower than that of a single wallB ~see Fig. 6,
where, on the basis of the calculation carried out by Tao
Sun @10#, we obtained the energies of a single wallA and a
single wallB, which are extended infinitely in the horizont
direction, as a function of the wall height!. As the number of
particles increases, the difference in the potential ener
between a single wallA and a single wallB becomes smalle
and onceL exceeds 12, there is no distinctive difference
the energies. Note that the energy per particle of a single
A is equal to that of a single wallB; 22.7584lkT(d/s)3,
when the walls are extended infinitely in both horizontal a
vertical directions according to Sun and Tao@19#. Since
chains are formed in the early stages and walls are cre
through chain-chain coagulations whenL is greater than 12
wall B’s are created rather than wallA’s. Wall B’s were ac-
tually observed in MR systems@7,8# and ER systems
@13,14#. However, whenL is very large, since the length o
chains cannot reach the system height, chains of diffe
sizes coagulate to form columns, in which bct structures
created. Note that the internal energy of a bct column
comes lower than that of a wallB for the same number o
particles as the number of particles increases. The energy
particle in an infinite bct column is23.0501lkT(d/s)3,
which is lower than that of a single wallB @14,19#. bct col-
ec
ns

.

m
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umns were observed in MR systems@8,9# and ER systems
@11–14#.

In summary, we investigated the pattern formations c
ated by paramagnetic particles and clarified the effect of
system height on the pattern formations. Although a vari
of structures have been reported through numerical and
perimental studies on pattern formations in MR and ER s
tems, the physical conditions were not always the sa
Therefore, in this Brief Report, we focused on the effect
the system height on the pattern formations, fixing the v
ume fraction of particlesrV at 0.2. WhenrV is less than 0.2,
only individually dispersed chains appear when the system
low and wallB’s are created as the system height increas
When rV is greater than 0.3, solid-state domains appea
the system. We will discuss the pattern formations forrV
Þ0.2 in detail on another occasion. We also fixed the va
of the control parameterl at 18. In this case, thermal energ
is still low compared to the interactive energy. According
Morimoto and Maekawa@18#, the interactive energy be
comes predominant when 8<l. However, the effect ofl on
the pattern formation in finite MR fluid systems has not y
been investigated systematically@9#. The value ofl can, in
general, vary from 0 to 103 even under the standard cond
tions @3,4,20#. Therefore, we will also be investigating th
effect of l on the cluster structures and formation proces
in detail.
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